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The flgures ln the margln lndlcate
full manlcs for the questlons,

t

1. Answer qng seaen questions from the
1 x7=7following:

(a) If c is any nth root of unity other than
unity itself, then value of
1+ e+c2 +...'-r cn-L is

(t) 2nn

(u) 0

(iit) - 1

(iu) None of the above
(Choose tlle correet answer)
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(b) The square roots of 2i is

(t) r (1+f )

(tt) t (1-t )

b(l -iJr)
(iu) None of the above

(Choose the correct

(c) A composition of continuous
is

0 discontinuous

(tt) itself continuous

(iit) pointwise continuous

(iu) None of the above
(Choose the correct

(d.) The

answer)

function

answer)

value of Log (-"t) is

lT.
--t,2
i

- 7t oI--t
2

None of the above
(Choo.se the correct answer)

(t)

@

(iit

(iu)
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(e) The

0

(it)

power expression of eosz

e' + e-'

rS

2

eb + e-b

r...r eb + e-b(ttt) 
2i

ftu) None of the above
(Choose tlrc correct answer)

A The Cauchy-Riemann equation for
analytic function f (t)-u+iu is
(t) ttx=ua, ua--ux
ftn ttx--ua, ua=u*
(iit) tr)e * uua- 0

(iu) None of the above
(Choose he correct answer)

(g) rf w(t)-u(f)+iu(t), then 
*lw(f)J, 

is

equal to

(t) zlu(t)+iu(f)l

ftn 2w'(t)

(iit) 2w(t)w'(t)
(iu) None of the above

(Choose the correct answer)
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2.

@ What is Laplace's equation ?

(t) What is extended complex plane ?

0) What is Jordan arc ?

Answer ang four questions from the
following: )x4=8

(a) write principal value * "'n[*)

(b) lt f (")= x2 +a" -2,a + i(2x-2xg), 3'

where z=x+ig, then write f (z) in
terms of z.

(c) Use definition to show that
lim Z =Zo

z+zo

(d.) Find the singular point of

f(")= z2 +3
(z+1)("'*s)'

(e) If f'(r)- 0 everJ 
^fhere 

in a domain D,

then prove that f (") must be constant
throughout D.

Answer ang three questions
following :

A Evaluate f'(r) from definition, where

f(t)= 1 
'

z

(g) If f (t)=2", find !Xf@), if it exists.

(h) Write the function f (t) = /,* 1 (, *0 )z

fi the form f (") = u(r, 0)+ iu (r,e).

(a) If zL and 22 are complex
then show that

from the
$x3= 15

numbers,

sfn ("t * zz) = sfn zlcos zz * cos zrsinz2.

(b) Show that exp. ( 2tTni) = -e2.

(c) Sketch the set lz-2+il<1 and
determine its domain.

(d.) Let C be the arc of the circle I z I - 2
from z=2 to z-2i, that lies in the
lst quadrant, then show that

? Z-2
J" ndz <1o

15
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(e) Evaluate I"+, where C is the top half
of the circle lzl-1 from z=L to
/, = -1.

(c) If the function f (") - u(x, A ) + iu (x, A )
is defined by means of the equation

fz" 1

f (")= I r, when z *o

then prove L:,'JT: ,'^::imaginary
parts satisfies Cauchy-Riemann
eguations at z=O.Also show that

/'(0) fails to exist.

If f (t): €z , then show that it is an
analytic function.

(g) If f (")- z+2 and C is the semi circle
z

z-2eit, (o<o<n), then evaluate

I"f@)dz.

@ Find all values of z such that e" - -2 .

Answer ang three questions from the
following: 1Qx3=30

(a) State and prove Cauchy-Riemann
equations of an'analytic function in
polar form.

(b) Suppose that
f (")=u(x, a)+ iu (x, a), Q = )(+ia)
and zs = xo + iAo, uo = uo +iuo, then

Prove that if (x,v)W.r,ao)u(x' a)- ua

and (x,v)!rT*,uo)'( x' a ) = uo then

lim f (")'u)o and conversely.z+ zg
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(d.) If the function

f (")- rr(x, A)+ iu (x, A) and its

(f)

4.

conjugate f (") - u(x, A ) - iu (x, A ) are
both analytic in a domain D, then
show that f (") must be constant
throughout D.

It f be analytic everJ Mhere inside and
on a simply closed contour C, taken in
the positive sense and zo is any point
interior to C, then prove that

f@o)=+ S^ 
f@) dz.'zltl rv z-zo

State and prove Liouville's theorem.

(e)

ff)
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(g) suppose that a function ,f is analytic
throughout a disc I z - zol < Ro centred

at zo and with radius Ro. Then prove

that f (") has the power series
representation

f (")= i an(z - zs)n , (lz - zsl< Ro)
n=O

where an = , ( n = o, L, 2,...,. )
f" Qo)

b_

(h) state and prove Laurent's theorem.
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